Durable.
l

l

l

l

High density, foamed-in-place, one-piece cabinet
provides maximum degree of structural integrity.
Units can be stacked three high optimizing
inventory storage space.
Header is constructed of heavy gauge steel for
longevity and ease of re-manufacturing.
Grill made of heavy gauge steel for durability.

Easy to Maintain.
l

l

l
l
l

l
l

Slide in/out refrigeration module allows for ease of
cleaning and replacement.
Temperature control not visible to loader or customer
discouraging unnecessary adjustment.
NSF listed, UL listed and ENERGY STAR® qualified.
Protective lamp shield.
No exposed wiring on outside of cooler optimizing
safety and cosmetics.
Two piece power cord for ease of replacement.
Refrigeration compartment grill easy to remove and
replace.

Easy to Load.
l

l
l

Torsion Pak holds door in open position for ease
of loading.
Reversible doors.
Removable header for conversion to 6 shelf unit
at time of purchase.

Other Features:
l
l

Optional locking door.
Ability to ship coolers and venders at the same time
to reduce freight cost.

Buy Quality...
Buy American...
Buy Royal!
Royal Vendors, Inc.
Bardane Industrial Park
426 Industrial Boulevard
Kearneysville, WV 25430

p. 304.728.7056
p. 800.321.8637
f. 304.725.4016
www.royalvendors.com

Royal Vision Cooler Models
RVC-027

Model

5 or 6 (see note)

Shelves

RVC-012

RVC-010

4

3

Height

78”

62”

54”

Width

30”

24.5”

24.5”

Depth

32.35”

24.3”

24.3”

Weight

415 lbs

269 lbs

244 lbs

Horsepower

Super 1/3

1/6

1/6

Amps

8

4

4

9 wide/8 deep
360 bottles
8 wide/8 deep
320 bottles
9 wide/9 deep
405 cans
8 wide/9 deep
360 cans

7 wide/6 deep
168 bottles

7 wide/6 deep
126 bottles

8 wide/7 deep
224 cans

8 wide/7 deep
168 cans

27 cubic feet

12 cubic feet

10 cubic feet

Capacity

(stated in soft drink bottles)

20oz bottles
w/o carrier
20oz bottles
with carrier
12oz cans
w/o carrier
12oz cans
with carrier
Container 20’/40’

12/24

24/48

24/48

Trailer 48’/53’

48/51

57/63

57/63

NOTE: The Model RVC-027 is available with a full-length glass door (Model RVCF-027) and no lighted sign header. This model will
hold six shelves versus five shelves in the lighted sign header model. The extra shelf is available at a slight additional charge.

Innovation.

Royal Vendors has a rich heritage of pioneering industry
innovations. Examples include the introduction of the Econocool Refrigeration System, the first vending company to be
Energy Star approved, and countless other innovations that
ensure you are partnering with a company that is committed
to making your business better.

Service.

Each cooler is backed by respected industry leaders and a
dedicated support team, many with more than 20 years’
experience in the soft drink field. Ours is a “people” advantage: unparalleled depth of technical knowledge; a thorough
understanding of customers’ needs; a desire to foster longterm client partnerships.

Royal Vendors, Inc.
Bardane Industrial Park
426 Industrial Boulevard
Kearneysville, WV 25430

Quality.

Above all, Royal Vendors is committed to providing a superior
product. We insist on tight quality control standards, and consistently maintain ISO registration. We succeed as manufacturers
because our customers succeed as distributors.

Environmental Responsibility.

Royal Vendors has had a formal environmental policy for the last
15 years. Innovations such as energy management software,
low-power lighting, and minimizing waste streams are all part of
the Royal culture. When you partner with Royal, you are doing
business with a company that has won the Energy Star award
for technical innovation and we are committed to continuing our
efforts to minimize the environmental impact of our equipment.

p. 304.728.7056
p. 800.321.8637
f. 304-725-4016
www.royalvendors.com
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